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Stampede Signs Distribution Agreement with BreatheAudio™
Exciting new product category joins Stampede’s expanding audio lineup
BUFFALO, N.Y., September 7, 2006 — Stampede, a leading value-added distributor of presentation and home theater
technology, today announced a distribution agreement with BreatheAudio™, an innovative manufacturer of whole home
audio systems. This agreement allows Stampede to broaden its capabilities as a one-stop audio/visual shop for its
extensive network of dealers, especially those who serve the home theater market.
“Great audio is an essential part of any home theater experience,” said Kevin Kelly, vice president of sales and
marketing at Stampede. “By teaming up with BreatheAudio™, we can now offer our dealers a complete whole home
audio solution that they can seamlessly integrate and that their customers can easily use.”
BreatheAudio™ makes it possible for high-end, high fidelity whole home amplification to be affordable. The
cornerstone of BreatheAudio™ is the Elevate™ Whole Home Audio System, a two-source system with four zones of
high-fidelity audio and a unique keypad design that creates ease of use and installation for home users. It provides
everything that is needed to install the system in one box (except speakers and wire) including the unique Allport™
connector. This connector terminates all four CAT-5 wires (for keypads) and speaker wires neatly behind a single gang
hub. It also provides one single connector cable from the Allport™ to the back of the Elevate system, ensuring a clean
installation.
The Elevate system is complemented by the BreatheAudio™ Resonate™ line of speakers, which include in-wall, inceiling and outdoor models. Each speaker comes with a paintable grill, making them easy to customize to nearly any
residential décor.
“The success of BreatheAudio™ is based on delivering a high value to the end-user,” said Joe Finelli, Eastern
Regional Sales Manager. “Working with Stampede allows us to extend that value to new dealers and reach the integrators
integral to the expansion of our brand.”
Under the terms of the agreement, Stampede will make available all BreatheAudio™ products to its dealers
throughout the United States.
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Select BreatheAudio™ products will also be showcased at Stampede’s booth (#609) at the Custom Electronic Design
and Installation Association (CEDIA) Expo from September 14–17, 2006, at the Colorado Convention Center in Denver.

Stampede representatives will be on hand to discuss BreatheAudio™ and a variety of complimentary
audio/video solutions with visitors to the Expo.
About BreatheAudio™
BreatheAudio™ is an innovator in the engineering, manufacturing and distribution of high-quality audio distribution
systems. Offering electronics that represent the best value in class, BreatheAudio™ provides superior customer support
and state-of-the-art manufacturing. BreatheAudio™ prides itself on designing and distributing products that are easy to
install and operate in the home.
About Stampede
Known for its value-added distribution, Stampede is a leading distributor of presentation equipment including
LCD/DLP projectors and flat panel displays. Stampede provides a compete range of brand name presentation equipment
to a variety of audio/visual, computer, home theater resellers and integrators in the United States, Canada and Latin
America. For more information on Stampede, log onto www.stampedeglobal.com.
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